HydroFORM® Centralizers

EXTEND

YOUR
REACH

Volant’s HydroFORM® Centralizers assist in maintaining casing string and well integrity while drilling,
reaming, and completing critical, challenging, high-profile wells. Our patented and proprietary
hydroforming technology utilizes high pressure water to precision form tubular steel into a variety of
customizable shapes and profiles, resulting in a high-quality, high-strength, uni-body product with a
smooth geometry. Available with wrap-around rib coverage, Volant centralizers are ideal for today’s
complex well designs, helping to reduce torque and drag downhole, improve solids removal and fluid
flow during casing or liner installation and enable a more uniform cement distribution.
The full range of Volant HydroFORM® Centralizers help deliver a reliable cement job and facilitate
efficient reservoir development. Combining our durable centralizers with an optimized placement
strategy provides the best opportunity to quickly and efficiently reach target depth without sacrificing
the long-term integrity of your well.

OUR PORTFOLIO
Standard series centralizers feature a 0.26” wall thickness and are available for tubulars ranging
from 3.5” O.D. through 13.63” O.D., offered in a variety of rib O.D. and profile designs. The standard
series sets the industry benchmark for robustness and durability, remaining intact under the most
extreme downhole running conditions. For additional wear resistance, the standard series can be
hard-faced to improve their durability in drilling applications.
SlimLINE® series centralizers feature a 0.19” wall thickness and have been
designed to provide a maximized flow area without sacrificing rib coverage
or durability. The result is a lighter, more economical centralizer that is
ideal for applications where the extreme durability of the standard series
may not be required, but reliability and performance of the standard
series is still desired. SlimLINE® Centralizers are available for 4.5”, 5” and
5.5”O.D. tubulars, offered in a variety of rib O.D. and profile designs.
Both the standard and SlimLINE® series are available for floating and fixed
applications.

FLOATING APPLICATION
In floating applications, the centralizer is allowed to move freely, both axially and
rotationally, on the casing. As a result, the centralizer acts as a plain bearing on
the pipe and is free to rotate downhole, allowing the centralizers to overcome
irregularities in the wellbore during run-in. For floating installations, the centralizers
can be placed between stop collars, couplings or a combination of the two. Stop
collars can be affixed to the casing using radial crimping or set screws. Crimping
of the stop collars is achieved using Volant’s RTF™ Radial Tubular Forming Tool.

FIXED/CRIMPED APPLICATION
In fixed or crimped applications, the centralizer rotates with the casing at a fixed
axial location on the casing or liner string. Fixing centralizers ensures that the
benefits of casing rotation during challenging casing installations are fully reached
because the centralizer rotates with the casing, thus breaking friction with the wellbore and reducing drag. Fixing the centralizers on the casing string also provides
protection against component wear at the interface between the casing and floating centralizer during extended periods of rotation under load, such as in casing
drilling applications. The centralizer can be attached to the casing by set screws,
or for a more robust and reliable attachment, they can be crimped. Centralizer
crimping is achieved using Volant’s RTF™ Tool.

Attachment Method and Liner/Casing Sizes
Floating –
Standard

Floating –
SlimLINE®

Fixed (Crimp or
Set Screw)

3.5 – 13.63 in.
88.9 – 346.2 mm

4.5 – 5.5 in.
114.3 – 139.7 mm

4.5 – 13.63 in.
114.3 – 346.2 mm

Deviated/Long/Extended Reach Wells

Yes

Yes

Yes1

Casing or Liner Drilling

Yes1

No

Yes

Window Exiting, Sidetrack or Multi-Lateral wells

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flush Joint Casing*

Yes2

Yes2

Yes

Semi-Flush Connection Casing*

Yes2

Yes2

Yes

*Flush or Semi-Flush Casing Centralization

There are several cases where the use of centralizers and set screw stop collars applied to flush or semi-flush joint casings has
led to the centralizers and the stop collars piling up over the length of the string. Crimping on of stop collars for a non-rotating
application or crimping on of the centralizer itself for a rotating application can mitigate this issue.

1. Application specific		

2. For use with stop collars only
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DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE
Volant HydroFORM® Centralizers are built to improve running efficiencies through
reduced torque and drag, improve hydraulic flow for fluids and solids removal and
improve window exiting for sidetracks and multi-lateral wells.

ROBUST AND DURABLE
• Remains intact under extreme running conditions

HELICAL RIB DESIGN
• Provides maximum standoff, ideal for deviated or horizontal
wells where key seating can be present
• Offers rotational flow in the annulus to improve mud removal
and cement placement, resulting in a more uniform cement
distribution, improved cement bond and hydraulic isolation

SMOOTH GEOMETRY
• Enables a flush entry through the casing
bowl and reduces risk of hang up
• One Piece, Uni-Body steel Construction
• Reduces the risk of sticking with zero
components to break or fail downhole

CUSTOMIZABLE RIB DESIGN
• Straight rib design available for low clearance or tight
hole applications
• Hard-facing available for applications where increased
wear resistance is required
• Custom centralizers, rib geometry and design available
for special or unique applications
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OPTIMIZED CENTRALIZATION
SOLUTIONS
Volant provides applications engineering support for customers to optimize the centralizer
configurations for casing and liner installations. Our team of expert engineers will work with
you to select centralization schemes to meet your casing running and cementing objectives.
Our placement programs are tailored for your application to ensure that the right centralizer
is placed in the right position and attached the right way.

Optimize standoff for
cementing or other
components on the
casing string.

Minimize problematic sideloads and drag associated
with casing buckling in wells
with long lateral sections.

Improve load transfer
efficiency when rotating
during installation in
ERD wells.

Volant combines well-known industry methods with its proprietary in-house developed
engineering bases to simulate more than just standoff and torque and drag. Our process
accommodates a wide range of casing running accessories (floatation equipment, casing
swivels) and demonstrates the effect centralization design choices, like spacing and fixed
or floating attachments, have on running loads, string buckling and final standoff. This
results in an optimized placement strategy designed to increase run-ability of the casing or
liner string, reduce running times and enable future extensions to well reach through the
confidence that comes by consistently reaching TD.
When needed for special or unique applications, our in-house laboratory testing can
evaluate structural load capacities and assess other centralizer performance characteristics
to ensure the product supplied will perform. Further, Volant’s pre-run tubular integrity
simulations, real-time monitoring and post run tubular health assessments can provide
additional confidence when the casing or liner configuration is integrity sensitive.
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Doing more with less.
sales@volantproducts.ca
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